
S.G. CIRCULAR NO. 12/59
Licensed Land Surveyors

Because legislation in respect to Licensed Land Surveyors is a new thing in most States in the
Federation, a large number of minor problems have arisen and will continue to arise, but careful
consideration of the Licensed Land Surveyors Ordinance and Regulations , and also of
Government’ requirements in regard to title surveys, will solve most of them. Following on S.G.
Circular 8/59 queries on the matters set out below have been raised.

L.S. supervision
of assistants

2. "Immediate personal direction and supervision in the field". The
Land Surveyors’ Board, having satisfied itself that a certain
individual is component to carry out title surveys, gives him a
license to do so. The license is personal to him , he and he only is
responsible for the standards maintained in every part of the title
survey undertaken by him, be it the quality of the marks planted,
the honesty of the observations recorded or the accuracy of plotting
of the plan. If he chooses to employ assistants his "immediate
personal direction and supervision" must be such as to assusre him
of the quality of all stages of their work. It cannot be laid down that
he must visit every field assistant every day nor that he must spend
so many hours a day with his office staff, but, obviously, if he is to
sign the certificates required under L.S. Regulations 61 and 97 he
must be in the field directing and guiding his field assistant for a
reasonable proportion of that assisstant’s time on each job, and so
also for his office staff. Regulations governing the maximum
number of assistants and pupils which a Licensed Surveyor may
employ at one time are under consideration.

C.S. supervision
of L.S.

3. In each State in the Federation, the Chief Surveyor of that State is
the officer appointed to approve Licensed Surveyors’ surveys on
behalf of the Surveyor-General in accordance with section 15 of
the Ordinance, and as pointed out in paragraph 3 of S.G. Circular
8/59 it is the duty of Chief Surveyors in approving such surveys to
ensure that they conform to the high standards hitherto maintained.
To this end Chief Surveyors will have the usual checks applied to
the work submitted. Purely office checks will not reveal whether
boundary marks have, in fact, been emplaced and are firm and
upright,whether boundaries said to have been surveyed have, in
fact, been surveyed or have just been calculated to save time,
whether, in short, the Licensed Surveyor and his assistants are
doing as good as field job as would be done by Departmental staff.
Chief Surveyors and their District Surveyors will, therefore, carry
out a series of field checks, at quite frequent intervals at first in
order to assess the field standards of each Licensed Surveyor and



his assistants working in their respective States, and thereafter less
frequently but sufficiently often to ensure that standards are being
maintained.

Disciplinary
control

4. Attention is drawn to sub-paragraph 8(h) of S.G. Circular
8/59.Chief Surveyors are not in disciplinary control of Licensed
Surveyors, but they are the arbiters of what can and cannot be
accepted. As soon as Chief Surveyor discovers that the work being
done by a Licensed Surveyor is such that the Chief Surveyor will
not be able to accept it, it is only fair to the Licensed Surveyor to
advise him so at once and ask him to put the work right, and the
Chief Surveyor is required to do so under sub-sections 16(2) and
(3) of the Ordinance. Such action is not disciplinary. Disciplinary
action is in the hands of the Board, as set out in sub-section 16(4),
and subsequent sections of the Ordinance.

5. Chief Surveyors should therefore take upon themselves full
responsibility for requesting Licensed Surveyors to put right their
work should it fail to conform with approved standards and
regulations, but should report full details to the Surveyor-
General should such requests be refused or ignored. The Surveyor-
General will then taken up the matter of disciplinary action with
the Board.

Priority for L.S.
work

6. Because Licensed Surveyors are generally under contract with their
clients to carry out their work with the minimum of delay, any
checking of their work etc., should be dealt with despatch. This
does not mean that all office work should be disrupted but that such
checking etc., should be given a degree of priority, the amount of
priority given being governed by the amount of other "priority"
jobs on hand.

Classification 7. As it will be of considerable interest to know how much time is
being spent in work in connection with Licensed Surveyors’ work,
all such time spent will be classified as 120L.

Register of L.S.
work

8. Entries in regard to Licensed Surveyors’ work will not be made in
the usual Survey Register, but will be made in a new and separate
register. When a Requisition for Survey has already been received
and entries made in the Survey Register, but the work is
subsequently taken up by a Licensed Surveyor, care will have to be
taken to transfer the relevant details to the new register and to make
clear cross-references in both registers.

Supply of
Information

9. The procedure whereby a Licensed Surveyor obtains all necessary
information on which to base his survey is clearly set out in sub-
section 13(5) of the Ordinance, L.S. Regulation 33 and sub-



paragraph 8(b) of S.G. Circular 8/59. He or his properly authorised
representative is required to call in person at the Survey Office and
copy all the information required from the relevent Survey
documents; if this is done, he obtains the information free. If he or
his representative, require copies of documents to be made for
them, the Survey Office may suply photostat (or reflex print or sun-
print) copies but full charges are to be collected for such copies.
The Survey Office will not compile Field Tracings, nor will it
undertake any other such work, for Licensed Surveyors whether or
not payment is offered for such services. Moreover Survey
personnel will not supply information or in any other way use their
technical knowledge to render assistance to Licensed Surveyors,
either in office time or in their own time, without the explicit
authority of the Chief Surveyor or of his Office Deputy.

Settlement tracing 10. As explained in paragraph 5 of S.G. Circular 8/59, the policy is to
confine the work of Licensed Surveyors to subsequent surveys of
land that has already been alienated (e.g. subdivisions). When the
Department does a subdivisional survey the Department send a
Setttlement Tracing to the Land Office and the Land Office uses
this document to obtain the owner’s acceptance of the boundaries
as surveyed; but when the owner employs a Licensed Surveyor to
make the survey for him the acceptance of the boundaries as
surveyed is a matter for decision between the owner and the
Licensed Surveyor, consequently in those circumstances there is no
necessity for the Department to put up a Settlement Tracing.

Charting tracing 11. There is, however, the necessity of ensuring that Land Office sheet
are in step with Departmental records. When the Licensed
Surveyor’s plan have been approved and deposited, and the results
charted on the Departmental sheets, as in sub-paragraph 8(g) fo
S.G. Circular 8/59, it will be necessary for the Department to put
up, for Land Office use, a Charting Tracing.

Certified copies
of
field notes

12. The original intention behind L.S. Regulation 60(2) was to allow
Licensed Surveyors to retain their original field notes, if they so
wished, and to submit certified copies in loose-leaf form to the
Chief Surveyor. The published working of this Regulation seems to
make it obligatory for them to supply only certified copies in loose-
leaf form.Steps will be taken in due course to amend the
Regulation , but in the meanwhile either the original field books or
certified copies on loose sheets may be accepted.

Signatureof field
book pages

13. In whichever form the field notes are submitted, each page should
be signed by the Licensed Surveyors, (in person, not by his



assistant) as also should be the certificate required under L.S.
Regulations 61 and 97 and all solar observation forms, final
calculation sheets, etc. This is not at present apparent from the
Regulations but will be added to them in due course.

Checking of L.S.
work

14. Entries made by computers, etc, in checking Licensed
Surveyors’field books, calculation sheets, etc., will be made in red
ink.

Amendments to
plans

15. When once a Licensed Surveyor’s plan has been approved and
deposited it becomes the property of Government, and additions
and amendmends to it may be made only in accordance with
Departmental Regulation 77. If at the time the plan is produced for
approval the Chief Surveyor considers an addition or amendment
should be made to it by his office staff before he can approve it,
such addition or amendment also should be made in accordance
with Departmental Regulation 77. In both cases the date of the
amendment or addition should be clearly indicated.

Final calculations 16. Paragraph 8(g) of S.G. Circular 8/59 appears to have created the
impression that final calculation sheets must be put up afresh by
Survey office staff for every survey submitted by Licensed
Surveyors. This is not the case. For simple jobs the Licensed
surveyor’s final calculations will be adequate for all Departmental
purposes, in which case all that will be necessary will be to check
them, number them and file them in the current calculation volume
series. Cases will arise, however, where the Licensed Surveyor’s
final calculations, though adequate for his particular purposes, may
not be adequate for the wider requirements of Departmental
records; such a case for instance would arise where it might be
Departmentally necessary to adjust coordinates over a wider field
than that available to the Licensed Surveyor. It would then be
necessary for Survey officer staff to put up fresh final calculation
sheets.

Binding of loose
Field Book pages

17. Field notes submitted as loose sheets will be treated on the same
lines as we now treat final calculation volume sheets; they will be
numbered and filed consecutively until sufficient are collected to
make up a "field book", when they will be bound into book form
and the book filed with other field books.

Supply of field
books.

18. Field books supplied, on payment, to Licensed Surveyors will be
unnumbered.

Quality of paper,
etc.

19. It is understood that Licensed Surveyors claim that they can
obtained field books, calculation forms, etc, at cheaper rates from



commercial firms that the rates set out in S.G. Circular 8/59. There
is no objection to them doing so provided:

(a) the forms etc., are the same size and show the same details in the
same way as do standard Departmental forms, and

(b) the materials used (e.g. paper, printing ink, glue in bindings, etc.)
are of at least as good quality as those used in the Department

This letter point is of particular importance as field books, final
calculation forms, plans, etc., are intended to be permanent records, and
the materials used in the Departmnet have been chosen with that object in
mind.. Chief Surveyors who have doubts about the permanency of the
records submitted by Licensed Surveyors would be within their rights to
refuse them.

"Leakage" 20. Now the Department forms have acquired a commercial value.
Chief Surveyors must ensure that no "under-the-counter"
transactions can take place. Chief Surveyors will be issued with
supplies of forms with the works "Released for Sale" over printed
on them, such forms will be stored and recorded seperately from
forms to be issued for ordinary use, and only such forms will be
sold to Licensed Surveyors. In the meanwhile Chief Surveyors
should have the words "Released for Sale" hand-stamped on all
form to be sold to Licensed Surveyors.

Boundary Marks 21. There is no objection to Licensed Surveyors using boundary marks
which they have made themselves or have had made for themselves
provided:

(a) that they conform L.S. Regulation 57, and

(b) that, in the case of concrete marks, they are NOT numbered,
but bear an impression (e.g. an initial) to distinguish them
from Departmental marks and from other Licensed
Surveyors’ marks.

22. Numbered marks, which are required by L.S. Regulation 58, and
any other concrete marks purchased from the Departmnet, must be
purchased from the Chief Surveyor of the State in which they are to
be used; they will not be accepted as valid boundary marks if they
are purchased from Chief Surveyors of other States. Strict
adherence to this restriction will ensure that there is no confusion
about mark numbers and that Chief Surveyors can keep a check on
the origin of marks used.



23. When a Licensed Surveyor notifies his intention to carry out a
survey, as in L.S. Regulation 34, he should be asked whether he
purposes to use marks purchased from the Department or marks
which he has had manufactured for himself.

L.S. Regulation 43 24. The last sentence of L.S. Regulation 43 appears to have become
distorted. It should be taken to read "Details of State origins of co-
ordinates and meridians of reference are given in the Seventh
Schedule hereto".

Any other business 25. As further points arise attempts will be made to clarify them by
circular.

L.S. HIMELY
Surveyor General,
Federation of Malaya.

Dated : 4th. November, 1959


